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Mr. Yosuke Yamazaki, Session Chairman:
Our next speaker is Mr. David Foote. Mr. Foote is the CTO for Hitachi
Telecom USA. He is currently responsible for strategic product and
technology planning for fiber access, optical transport, data switching
and cellular systems. Mr. Foote has been a contributor and committee
chairman in leading standards organizations such as the IETF, OIF,
ATIS (ANSI T1), IEEE 802, and the ATM Forum. Before joining Hitachi,
he served as a decorated communications engineering officer in the U.S.
Air Force responsible for network design and implementation. Mr. Foote
received a B.S.E.E. from the Georgia Institute of Technology and a
Master’s degree in Management from Webster University/Air Force
Institute of Technology. Mr. Foote, please take the floor.
Mr. David Foote:
The topics I like to cover:
Hitachi Overview
Bandwidth Demand & Market Size
FTTx Architectures
FTTx Standards
Regulatory & Policy Issues
Telcos & MSOs Trends and Differentiation
Infrastructure & Cost Analysis
Expectations for Fiber & Cable
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Hitachi Telecom
Hitachi, Ltd

 #2 Rank: Fortune 1000

• Revenues: US $80.9B
• Employees: 355,000
• Subsidiaries:
932

 Top 10 Rank: US Patents

Hitachi America, Ltd

(Electrical/Electronics Companies)
(every year in last 10 years)

• Revenues:
US $8.3B
• Employees:
15,000
• Divisions & Subsidiaries: 77

Major Business Partners:

Telecom Industry Leadership:
• First introduction of 10G optics
• Largest 10G DWDM ULH network (#2 share)
• A market leader in worldwide PONs installed
(> 1 million homes/business connected)

• Only vendor with deployed BPON, EPON, GPON
• Leading vendor in world regional markets for
SONET/SDH ADMs, CO switches, etc.

Information & Telecom Systems ($17.1B)

Electronic Devices

21%
Financial Services
Logistics, Services & Others

Power & Industrial Systems

25%
15%

High Functional Materials

11%

5%
11%
12%

Digital Media & Consumer Products

Hitachi has about $80 billion in revenues and about 300,000 employees.
Most people are familiar about Hitachi TV sets. Maybe you see sometimes
Hitachi construction equipment, commonly the most visible evidence of
Hitachi in the marketplace. What most people may not realize, the largest
share of our business is information and telecommunication systems, which
is about 20% of our revenues. That includes everything from transmission
telecom equipment to mainframe computers and hard disk storage. It is a
very broad and diverse product mix. Especially in the telecom arena our
focus for many years has been on optics. Hitachi has invested much effort in
the research of optics. So in the late 1990s we were very successful in
deploying a lot of long distance backbone networks. We suffered from the
telecom crash, just like other equipment and cable vendors. But now we see
that telecom infrastructure investment is coming back again, especially in the
access network.
Let me briefly mention, that, I think, in the Material’s area Hitachi Cables is
represented, another division of Hitachi, which is involved in production
equipment and the actual manufacture of cables. My representation is from
the electronics side, that is used to drive the cable, in this case fiber optics
for services.
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Hitachi’s North American Installed Base
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Here you see our deployments in North America. Most of these are very
long distance backbone networks. Recently we were successful in winning
businesses in FTTH projects. These triangles, scattered over the US, are
FTTH deployments being directed by Hitachi.
Now let’s look at, what are the drivers for FTTH? Here, I will focus on the
end service to the subscriber.
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Bandwidth Needs: FTTP Is Essential
Video Services Demand
• By 2008, about 35% of US households will have HDTV services
• Almost 50% of those households will have big screen HDTVs
(source: Forrester Research)

Consumer Media/Entertainment Spending
• Media & Entertainment Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE)
YEAR

1960

2000

2004

PCE

2.93%

5.47%

5.57%
(source: Thomas Weisel Partners)

Video Services Bandwidth Demands
Service

Internet

Type

Access

Bandwidth

SD TV

5 – 10Mbps

2 – 4 Mbps

HD TV

HD TV+

HD TV++ (>40”) (prog.

(15”- 35”)

(>40”)

scan, 60 fps, sports/action)

8 – 10 Mbps

12 – 15 Mbps

25 – 40 Mbps

VOD “trick mode” increases bandwidth 2X – 4X temporarily
• Typical HH:

Internet + 2 X SDTV + 1 HDTV

• High-end HH: Internet + 2 X SDTV + 1 HDTV + 1 HDTV++

= 17 – 28 Mbps
= 42 – 68 Mbps

You see in the US there is a rapid penetration of high definition TVs.
Currently, about 35% of US households have HDTVs and 50% of those
have the larger screen TVs. This is especially critical as you look at the
amount of bandwidth required to drive video services. The larger the
screen, the less compression you can have, because certain artifacts are
showing up when you compress video. The TVs get bigger and cheaper
all the time. The companies, including Hitachi, which make them, are quite
challenged in the competitive space, to try making profits selling TVs. But
the end consumer benefits having a better experience and quality. It also
creates a challenge for the service operator and it takes more bandwidth
to drive a good quality video signal to those big TVs.
An interesting fact has been that the trend of consumer expenditures in
the US for media and entertainment really went through a significant
growth from the 1960s to 2000, then it leveled off. Part of that reason is
that there is a lot of competition amongst the service providers, as we will
see a bit later.
At the bottom is a calculation of different scenarios of bandwidth
consumption. A typical household (HH), i.e. the average consumer, has
internet access, maybe 2 standard TVs and 1 HDTV, which will require a
bandwidth ranging from 17 to 28 Mbit/s. A high-end consumer may need
between 42 to 68 Mbit/s.
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FTTH By World Region
Connected Households by Region (2005-2011)

Source: Heavy Reading, 2006

This is the forecasted view for FTTH connections around the world, where
Asia is very aggressively deploying FTTH. The European and American
markets continue to grow at a reasonable pace as well.
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US Broadband Comparison
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Broadband Subscribers by Technology Type

Specifically in the US there are several types of broadband deployments. The
largest are DSL and cable modems. Cable modems are offered by the cable
TV companies. The other types are fixed wireless and FTTP.
In the next 4 slides let’s look at the actual penetration of FTTH. There are
several different types of operators in North America and there are some
interesting characteristics as you compare them deploying fiber to the home.
Total homes passed in the US is about 8 million, total homes connected is
about 1.5 million. So, we have about 20% take rate of the homes passed, i.e.
about 20% of the subscribers take the service. Because deploying FTTH is a
fairly new trend in the US, those statistics probably will not hold, they probably
will increase as far as take rate and penetration rate is concerned. In the next
set of slides I will show you the evidence for that.
If you take out the 2 biggest operators in the US, which is Verizon and AT&T,
there are about 1 million homes passed in the US. So, about 15% of the
homes passed are with another type of operator, on the homes connected
side about 0.5 million. If you look at the comparison of the RBOCs, the
traditional large telcos, and these non-traditional providers the conversion of
the homes passed and homes connected is much more successful in the case
of the non-RBOCs. One reason for that is, the RBOCs had a lot more
competition in the big cities. The cable TV companies are very aggressive to
compete with the RBOCs. They have recently had growing success at
attracting customers to switch their regular home wired phone service away
from the RBOCs to newly available wireline voice service offered by the cable
TV companies.”
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FTTH Homes Passed
(cumulative, North America)
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Non-RBOC FTTH Homes Passed
(cumulative, North America)
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Non-RBOC FTTH Homes Connected
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Percent of Possible Customers Served by FTTH
Deployment of FTTH is still in the early stage.

2.7%

Tier 3 ILEC

RBOC

Tier 2 ILEC

Competitive

0%

0.9%

0.5%

0.2%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

The Market Growth Potential is Huge!!!
Source: RVA, 2007

Here you look at all the different types of service operators in the US and
their FTTH deployment. We have over 2000 telephone companies in the
US. Many of them are very small. What we call Tier 2, which means the
subscriber base is somewhere under several 100,000 lines to very small
ones with a couple of thousand lines. FTTH deployment is across all these
categories of service operators. But how many customers are served with
FTTH? Even the small telcos, which are the most successful ones from a
penetration point of view, they only tapped less than 3% of the total
market. So, the future market growth potential in North America, in
general, is quite large.
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FTTx Market Drivers
Local Utilities/Municipalities
•
•
•
•
•
•

New revenue sources
Right-of-way already secured and fiber in place
Great marketing tool to attract new businesses
Over 50 deployments in last 2 years
Majority are 5,000 – 20,000 users
However, upcoming projects are getting larger
(Lafayette, LA: 50,000; EPB/Chattanooga, TN: 150,000)

RBOCs/CLECs
•
•
•
•

To prevent further losses to CATV companies for high speed data/voice
New revenue sources (primarily video to compete w/CATV)
Issued joint RFP bid: 300,000 to 1,000,000 lines per year
The MSOs (CATV companies) are now starting to look at FTTx products

What are some of the other drivers besides competition? In the non large
telco space, the local utilities and municipalities, there are several
reasons. One is new revenue sources like power utilities that want to add
new revenue to their business. They have a key advantage that they own
right-of-way because of their power line cables. For smaller municipal
towns, another driver is that it’s a good marketing tool to attract new
businesses to the local community. If you are in a tier 2 or tier 3 city,
where the economic growth may be stagnant, one way to encourage
business, is a next generation network. In the last 2 years there were over
50 deployments in the US and the majority are quite small. But the size of
these networks is growing. Some recent announcements of planned
deployments are for 50,000 and 150,000 and 300,000 homes.
The main reason for the traditional telephone companies, the RBOCs, to
do this is to compete against the CATV companies. It allows them to
generate extra revenues through video services. In 2003 and again in
2005 they jointly issued an RFP for FTTH equipment and cables for
300,000 to 1 million lines per year. Because the telcos are becoming so
aggressive with FTTH, the CATV companies are now starting to look at
FTTH products as well. There are some small trials. Several MSOs are
doing some lab testing of FTTH equipment. However, their publicly stated
strategy continues to be hybrid fiber-coax.
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Definition & Benefits of PON

Electronics in
Central Office or
Headend

PON Defined:

Passive Optical
Splitter
Below
Ground

RackMounted

Multiple
Endpoints
Aerial

• Electronics in central locations and premises only (expensive optics in CO; shared)
• Optical fiber connects electronics
• Voice, video, data distributed to multiple endpoints using passive optical splitters

PON Benefits:

• No active equipment in the outside
plant
- No cost for remote powering
- Reduced real estate costs
• Reduced operating cost
- No maintenance of outside plant
• Secure
- Virtually impossible to break into
fiber
- Secure protocols enabled on top of

• Flexible
- Overlay for RF video
- Passive splitters allow network reconfiguration

• Future proof network
- Standards based for interop
- Fiber PON can support Tbps of data
- Evolving to 10Gbps and multi wavelengths

Now let’s talk about some of the architectures for FTTx. The most popular
approach is passive optical network (PON). Basically what that means is
that I have an active electronics device in a central office or headend. I have
fiber in the distribution plant. Then I have a passive splitter and then the
drops. Where the splitter is located is a somewhat complicated engineering
calculation, based on the geographics and the demographics of your
deployment area. That is one of the challenges with PON where to put
these splitters. From the central office to the end subscriber all equipment is
passive, which makes a huge improvement in your maintenance costs. This
is one of the major benefits of PON and why it is the dominant solution in
North America.
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How PON Works
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Broadcast downstream
Time shared upstream
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RF Video
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Voice,
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Voice
Voice

1490 nm
1310 nm

Data
Data

1550 nm

OLT

Single Fiber

N
T

Video
Video

Passive Splitter
(e.g. 1:32 or 1:64)
O
N
T

OLT = Optical Line Termination
ONT = Optical Network Termination

There is a single fiber running from the central office to the splitter. The
total end-to-end distance from the end subscriber to the central office is
typically 20 km maximum. The splitter is usually pushed out closer to the
customer, a couple of kilometers to the end subscriber. Over that fiber
there are running typically 2 or maybe 3 wavelengths, one is carrying
downstream data, like voice, video and internet. On the other wavelength
is the upstream data (could be voice, data or video). In some cases a third
wavelength is added downstream. This is useful when I want to offer
broadcast TV similar to the CATV companies.
On the next slide you can see, who is using PON in the North American
market, and in the following slide there is a brief overview of the standards
related to FTTH.
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Who is Using PON Today?
Hundreds of NA utilities, municipalities, telcos, and developers are deploying PON
• Major North American carriers selected B-PON and are moving to G-PON
• Verizon, AT&T, BellSouth joint RFPs: 2003 for B-PON; 2005 for G-PON
• Verizon uses RF + IP video (VOD) and is deploying ITU B-PON

G-PON

• AT&T chose IP video for all video services and is deploying B-PON
• About 1.3 million PON lines in North America

G-PON

• GPON has become technology of choice for NA
• According to RVA’s latest FTTH report
• 89% of all North American FTTH homes
connected were PON

Active, 11%
EPON, 8%

• 93% of all recent (since 2004)
connections were PON
• ITU-based PON is the
overwhelming majority, with G-PON

Source: RVA, 2007

ITU
BPON/GPON,
81%

deployments ramping up

• Japan: over 1 million B-PON, 2 million GE-PON lines (100Mbps) ($40/month

+ ISP & fees)

• GE-PON deployments exploding in Asia (data & voice primarily; scattered IP video)
More deployments = higher volumes = lower costs for all customers

GPON Standards Process
FSAN (Full Service Access Network) is
the PON industry working group

FSAN Operator Members

• Members consist of network providers, equipment
vendors, and component vendors
• FSAN working on G-PON for more than 4 years
• Recommendations from FSAN Consortium are
passed to the ITU (part of United Nations – UN) for
formal ratification
• G-PON benefits from mature B-PON standard and
experience (millions of B-PONs deployed)

The International G-PON Standard is
International Telecommunications Union
(ITU) G.984
• G-PON was created for triple-play from start
• Standards cover physical layer, management,
discovery, traffic management (QOS) and more
• GEM framing supports all traffic types including
transport of TDM without adverse effects of latency
or jitter & wander
• Very efficient Ethernet support (ideal for IP video)
(
O )
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Optical Fiber Market in the USA
Public policy impacts network operator investment
FCC Triennial
Review

Millions of fiber km
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In the US, there are a number of regulatory and policy issues that have
influenced the deployment of FTTH. As US policy and government activity
has reached certain milestones it has created spikes in the deployment of
fiber cable. This chart shows the amount of cable deployed. For instance,
when divestiture occurred in the early 1980s, when the monopoly phone
company AT&T was broken up, there was a small growth in fiber
deployment. Then in the early 1990s the Cable Act was invoked, which
was primarily to encourage the deployment of CATV networks. This
created a rapid spike in the deployment of fiber in the CATV industry.
Then in the mid 1990s came the Telecom Act which unbundled the local
loop, in this case the copper loop. Many CLECs came on the scene. There
was another spike. The spike for the CATV companies continued. The
long distance carriers started to deploy more fiber, because they expected
more bandwidth from the access network. So you could see, this was the
heyday of fiber deployment, just before the crash, which occurred in 2000.
We have been in a kind of idling mode, waiting for the market to start to
come back, and it has, especially on the access side with the ILECs
starting in 2004
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Recent Regulatory & Policy News
FTTx Unbundling
• FCC Triennial Review states incumbent telcos need not unbundle fiber
• RBOCs hesitation to deploy fiber in access network removed because
CLEC competitors will not be able to demand use of the fiber network

Municipal Networks
• 41 states allow for municipal governments to be service providers
• 8 states prevent municipal governments from being service providers
• Issue of the 8 states restrictions to be settled in US Supreme Court

Video Franchises
• Historically MSOs negotiated franchises with each individual town or city
• 15 states have passed statewide franchises to facilitate competition
• 8 other states are in process of preparing statewide franchise laws

A couple of years ago, the FCC reviewed the Telecom Act. They found
that they original approach they took in the Telecom Act to encourage
competition via CLECs did not work. Therefore, in their review, they
decided that copper loops would continue to be unbundled but that new
fiber loops will not be unbundled. Immediately when this occurred, the
ILECs started to aggressively deploy fiber.
In the municipality arena 41 states allow municipal governments to
become service providers. Eight states do not allow this to happen, but
this is under review by the US Supreme Court.
The ability to offer video services, traditionally from the CATV companies,
has been set up city by city. When a CATV company goes into a city, they
negotiate with that local city for the right to be the cable provider, they
have a monopoly, which is called a video franchise. Obviously in the US
there are thousands of these negotiated agreements. Now 15 states have
passed laws and 8 states are in the process of passing laws for statewide
franchises to facilitate competition.
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Telco and MSO Service Trends
Service Provider Evolution:
Every provider tries to offer quadruple-play (triple-play + cell phone)
Cellular

Voice/Telephone

Data/Internet

Video/TV+VoD
U-verse

FiOS-TV

MVNO

Cable-TV (MSO)
Joint
venture

(SpectrumCo)

MVNO : Mobile Virtual Network Operator

In the very competitive environment in the US the main competition is
between the telcos, the RBOCs and the CATV MSOs. The bottom line is
all of them realize that to win the customer in is to have a quadruple play.
It is not only voice, video and internet, but the forth is cellular. With AT&T
acquiring BellSouth and Cingular, they have quadruple play including the
introduction of a video service called U-verse. Verizon has Verizon
Wireless and they introduced the video service FIOS-TV. Qwest, which is
the third RBOC, is looking at partnerships to offer quadruple play. They
partner with DIRECTV, a satellite video company, and with Sprint
Wireless.
The cable companies recently introduced voice services and they also
have created a joint venture called SpectrumCo to introduce cellular
services.
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Service Fees in the USA
How much do people pay for services? (per month)
Item

Average Fees (per month)

TV

~ $65 (range of $35 - $100)

Internet
(Broadband)

~ $45 (range of $35 - $75)

Telephone

~ $35 (range of $30 - $50)

Cell Phone

~ $40 (range of $30 - $80)
(450 minutes)

TOTAL

About $185

In the USA,
customers pay more
money for TV

The USA is
“entertainment”
oriented

New Services are
Video/VoD oriented

With quadruple play from a single service provider the total fee is typically $125 - $135

Why do these companies want to offer quadruple play? It is where the
money is, especially when you bundle the services together and capture
the customer for all 4 services. A subscriber pays for a single service per
month on average about $65 for TV, $45 for high speed data, $35 for
telephony and $40 for cell phone. So the total is about $185 per month.
But for a consumer with quadruple service it is typically only $125 to $135.
This attracts the consumer. These statistics for service fees also show
that American consumers are heavily video and entertainment focused
which makes offering video essential for service providers to improve
revenue and profitability.
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Telcos Race to Digital Entertainment
Service Provider Primary Role in Digital Entertainment Ecosystem

Sample of 156 surveyed telcos

Source: Heavy Reading, 2007

In addition, the operators do not just want to deliver video service over
their network, but they want to generate the contents they deliver to
increase their revenue and margin.
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FTTH Costs
Declining cost per home (passed plus connected)
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• More decrease in “connected” in recent years

2007
2008
Source:
RVA (2001-2003*)
and Corning (2004-2008)
* No split for home passed
and connected

The cost of FTTH is basically split 50 to 50 between the outside plant
costs, which is digging up the street or stringing fiber along the telephone
poles, doing the splicing or connectorization work, and then the costs for
home connected, where I put the electronics box on the side of the
house, put the fiber drop cable, which is maybe less than a couple of
hundred feet in length, turn up an electronics card sitting back in the
central office. So it is roughly a 50 to 50 split.
The price down curves and the cost reductions in the outside plant work
and in the electronics have been somewhat similar. The large telcos
have put extreme pressure on the cable, connector and electronics
providers to reduce their costs.
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Business Case for FTTP
Competition driving converged services

• Lower OPEX for FTTP
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•
•
•
•
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DSL will be challenged by HD video
First installed costs are decreasing
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It is not just bandwidth or services that are the reasons why FTTH is so
attractive. There are 2 other reasons which I would like to highlight in this
slide. First, is the operational expenses. Look at the blue part of the bar
graph. You can see the typical operational expense of a major telco in
North America. If they deploy FTTH their annual operation costs for the
same access loop drops by a factor of 4 to 5. In particular for Verizon, which
has the oldest copper plant in North America, the annual investment for
maintaining that copper plant continues to rise. The benefit for them is not
only capturing the quadruple service and the revenue from the end
customer, but also the reduction in annual maintenance cost is quite
significant.
The other saving for them is in that green area. This is the cost to capture a
customer and to keep a customer. Because the environment in the US is so
competitive the service providers are constantly stealing customers from
each other, what we call “churn”. When you loose a customer, the cost to
bring a customer back, is quite expensive. You have to offer incentives, you
have to advertise. If I can capture that customer and keep him and stop the
churn rate, then I reduce another cost, an internal cost. So you see what
FTTH in a bundled service has on the reduction of cost to prevent churn.
On the next 2 slides I list some of the expectations on fiber and cable and
the technology trends.
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Recent Fiber & Cable Trends
Fiber Cable Deployment
• About 1-2 fiber km per home for FTTP deployments
• Cumulative 20M – 30M fiber km installed until the end of 2006 for FTTP
• Verizon is currently ~ 80% of the market but will be < 50% by 2010
• Verizon plans to pass 3M homes (30% connected) per year through 2010
• Likely market “flattening” after 2010 unless AT&T and MSOs shift to FTTP
• Many carriers looking for “turn key” solutions including engineering and
design (opportunity for cable and equipment vendors)

New Fibers
• Bend-Insensitive (“bendable”) fiber is new technology offering
• Higher bending loss (dB) occurs at higher frequencies (video spectrum)
• Also allows for installing fiber “deeper” into home (Asia & Europe markets)
• In-home wiring becomes next technology challenge
(thanks to OFS/Furukawa and Corning for contributing information)

The Coming Technology Race

To Solve the “In Home” Network Challenge:
High Bandwidth, Full Coverage Physical Pipe (no new wires)
• Copper: moderate bandwidth limitations; nearly full coverage
• Coax: minor bandwidth limitations; moderate full coverage
• Power cable: major bandwidth limitations; full coverage
• Ethernet (CAT 5/6): no bandwidth limitations; poor coverage (new wire)
• Wireless (WiFi, UWB): some bandwidth limits; poor-to-moderate coverage

Too Many Boxes
• Network termination: modem (DSL or Cable) or FTTP ONT
• Home Router (BHR)
• Video Set Top Box (STB) (CATV or IP video)
• PC environment including storage servers and print servers
• Consumer Electronics: TV, audio theater, PVR/DVR, CD/DVD/HD

Content “Management” (ease of use, anywhere, anytime)
• From many sources: “network” (VOD, b-cast), PC, MP3 player, PVR, HDD
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Broadband Creates Opportunities

Where do you want
me to put it?

Once I get this big pipe to the home, what do I do with it? That is actually
a coming opportunity for the cable industry . Obviously the distances are
very short, but the opportunity for innovation, new technology and
generating new markets exists, not only in the access, the last mile, but in
the several hundred feet inside the home.
In the following 5 pages, for your information I have added some
background material.
Thank you.
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Acronyms
A-PON (ATM PON)

G-PON

A passive optical network system based on ATM technologies.

Gigabit PON. Expands B-PON bandwidth to 2.5 Gbps and moves to a packet framing
protocol based on Ethernet (GEM) instead of ATM.

B-PON (Broadband PON)
A version of APON that uses WDM to allow multiple services to be delivered by
the network. Examples are voice, data and video (see Triple Play). These
enhancements are made possible by one or more additional WDM channels, as
outlined in the ITU G983 Recommendations.

E-PON (Ethernet PON)

OLT (Optical Line Terminal)
The network device that manages communication with multiple subscribers connected
with ONTs. The OLT is usually located in a service provider’s central office or headend,
or in the central technology center at a large enterprise user.

OMCI (Operation & Management Comm Interface)

A PON system that uses Ethernet 1.25Gbps protocol over a fiber infrastructure.
Also referred to as GE-PON or GbE-PON.

FSAN

An in-band communications channel between the OLT PON Interface and the ONT PON
interface. This channel is used to transfer alarms, provisioning information and various
attributes outside of the user traffic channels.

Full-Services Access Network consortium (input to ITU-T standards)

ONT (Optical Network Terminal) (or ONUs)

FTTB

A network device that terminates the optical link at the customer’s premises.

Fiber-to-the-Building

Optical splitter

FTTC

A passive device that divides a single optical signal from an OLT into multiple streams for
individual ONTs. Splitters for use in PON applications typically are configured in ratios
between 1:2 and 1:32. On the upstream path, the splitter must recombine multiple
streams into one for transmission to the OLT.

Fiber-to-the-Curb

FTTH
Fiber-to-the-Home

PON (Passive Optical Network)

FTTN

Fiber optics cable, without any powered devices. This specifically refers to the part of the
network between the outside plant and customer premises.

Fiber-to-the-Node

POTS

FTTP

Plain Old Telephone Service

Fiber-to-the-Premises

WDM (Wavelength-Division Multiplexers/De-multiplexers)

FTTX
Fiber to the “X” - a variable for all the aforementioned fiber roll-outs.

Device that combines/separates optical channels. Power is distributed based on
frequency (color), permitting multi wavelength transmission over a single fiber.

Fiber to the X (FTTx)
FTTx = using optical fiber for the access network
• Fiber replaces copper lines some or all of the access loop
• Fiber to the Node (FTTN): all fiber except the last 3k – 5k feet (1 - 1.6 km)
• Fiber to the Curb (FTTC): all fiber except the last 500 – 1k feet (150 – 300m)

FTTP covers other acronyms like:
• Fiber to the Multi-Dwelling Unit (FTTMDU) (apartments, townhomes, high rise)
• Fiber to the Home (FTTH)
For more information on
• Fiber to the Business (FTTB)
FTTP deployment in

FTTP covers multiple technology types

North America, please
visit

• Active Ethernet (point-to-point fiber)
• ITU-standard PON (B-PON, G-PON)
• IEEE-standard PON (E-PON or GE-PON)

FTTP has become the network architecture
of choice worldwide for broadband access

http://ftthcouncil.org/

• Huge bandwidth potential
• Lower operating expense
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Increased Bandwidth Needs in the Future
Current Bandwidth Demand
Voice
Data
Video (2 SDTV)
HDTV (one 42”)
TOTAL

64-100Kbps
2 – 5Mbps
4 – 6Mbps
6 – 9Mbps
12 – 20Mbps

Bandwidth Demand in 2-3 Years
Voice/Multimedia
Data
Video (2 SDTV)
HDTV (27”)
HDTV (50”+)
TOTAL

300-600 Kbps
10 – 15 Mbps
2 – 4 Mbps
3 – 5 Mbps
10 – 15Mbps
25 – 39Mbps

Bandwidth Demand in 4-5 Years
Voice/Multimedia
Data
HDTV x 2 (35”)
60fps/S-HD (50”+)
HDTV (PIP)
TOTAL

0.5 – 1 Mbps
100Mbps best effort
(25-30M avg)
6 – 8Mbps
20 – 25Mbps
6 – 8Mbps
57.5 – 72Mbps

A standard TV (SDTV) broadcast today needs 2-3 Mbps
with current transmission and compression techniques (called
“MPEG-2”). With HDTV (High Definition) the speed required
increases to 6-9 Mbps. But if that same content is viewed on
increasingly popular large flat-panel or projection TVs (>40”), the
network may need to deliver from 10-15 Mbps per video stream in
order to assure the video quality which content providers must
have in order to justify premium service fees. The percentage of
homes with larger TVs (40” – 50”+) is rapidly increasing because
TV manufacturers, like Hitachi, continue to improve features as
well as decrease prices. And 70” or even 100” TVs were
introduced this year which significantly limits how much
compression can be applied without degrading the quality. A
new form of compression, MPEG-4, can reduce these bandwidth
demands by half. But in a “tit-for-tat” technology evolution race,
the consumer electronics industry and content developers are
working on the next round of improved video services like 60
frame per second video for sports/action contents or more
futuristic applications like Super HDTV 3D video (imagine R2D2
projecting Princess Leia: “Help me, Obiwan Kenobi!!!”). These
will force the bandwidth requirements higher again, even with
MPEG-4. So it is reasonable to predict 25 Mbps or more will be
needed for some premium video services within the next few
years.
(excerpted from the FTTX Prism Journal; Vol 3, No. 1, 6/06)

Last Mile Technology (Wireline)
ADSL2+
• Copper twisted pair is in abundance in local loops
• While copper can transmit low frequency voice over long distances, higher frequency signals in
DSL quickly get attenuated, reducing transmission distance
• Up to 24 Mbit/s downstream but for loops not longer than 3000 ft. (0.6 miles, 1 km)
• Combination of PON fiber-to-the-curb (FTTC) and ADSL2+ to shorten loop length

HFC (Hybrid Fiber Coax) (cable MSOs)
• Shared bandwidth over coax cable from the headend
• 6MHz QAM channel can deliver 39 Mbit/s, but sharing reduces available bandwidth
• Channel bonding can increase bandwidth but even that makes available 160 Mbit/s to be
shared by dozens of subscribers.

Hybrid PON/VDSL2
• Combination of PON fiber-to-the-node (FTTN) and VDSL2 lowers infrastructure capex
• At 30MHz, VDSL2 delivers 100 Mbit/s for distances up to 1200 ft. but drops to 25 Mbit/s at
6,000 ft.

Fiber-to-the-Premises (Home, Business) (FTTH, FTTB)
• Up to 2.5 Gbit/s down, 1.25 Gbit/s up with GPON
• Data rates hold for distances up to 60,000 ft (12 miles, 20 km)
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Comparison: Point-to-Point, Active Ethernet, PON
POP/CO/Head-End

Outside Plant

Subscriber
Design Efficiency & Lower Opex

Point
-toPoint

Backbone
Network
“Hubbing”
Ethernet
switch



No splitter “engineering” (placement)



No active, powered device in field



Many more optics, cables, racks in CO



Bandwidth “sharing” at Hub switch

Cost-Effective Fiber Feeder
Active
Ethernet

Backbone
Network

“Hubbing”
Ethernet
switch

“Area”
Ethernet
switch



Fewer fibers in feeder section



Fewer optics in CO, more in field



Active, maintained device in field



Bandwidth “sharing” at Area switch

Lower Opex & Effective Fiber Feeds

PON

Backbone
Network
PON OLT

Optical
splitter



No active, powered devices in field



Fewer fibers in feeder section



Fewer optics in CO and in field



Bandwidth “sharing” on PON line

FTTH Forecast by Technology Type - Worldwide
Connected Households by Technology Type (2005-2011)

Source: Heavy Reading, 2006
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Revenue Bandwidth Comparison
(Mbps)
100
Down
Up
80

78M

60

39M

40

39M
31M 31M

20

19M

24M

19M

18M

15M 15M

5M

4M 4M

0
B-PON

G-PON

G-PON

GE-PON

Active (PtP)

Active (PtP)

Active (PtP)

622M/155M
(1:32split)

1.2G/622M
(1:32split)

2.4G/1.2G
(1:32split)

1.2G/1.2G
(1:32split)

Worst case

Typical case

32-port case

The Evolution of PON
The emerging dominant
standard
Technology used in
Verizon’s FiOS this year

Bit Rate
(bit/s)

Technology used in Verizon, ATT,
Qwest and NTT
Over 3 million ONTs deployed

1G

GE-PON
B-PON

ATM-PON

100M

10M

[150Mbit/s]

STM-PON

B-PON

[620Mbit/s]
ITU-T G.983.1

[1Gbit/s]
IEEE
802.3ah

1998

[2.4Gbit/s]
ITU-T
G.984

[150Mbit/s]
ITU-T G.983.1
Deployed primarily
for business services
(10s of thousands)

Popular in Asia due to early
availability & cost
Over 2 million in Japan

[10Mbit/s]
1996

G-PON

2000

2002

2004

2006
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Telco and MSO Competition
Competition in the USA
CATV MSOs vs Local telephone company (RBOC)
CATV
MSO

Item
Broad-

Video

Telco
(RBOC)

Cable TV

cast

MSOs have advantage

Satellite
(DIRECTV)

Proprietary method

NA

MSOs have more
experience, ATT & VZ
offer more features

Data/Internet
(Broadband)

DOCSIS

DSL

RBOCs gaining share

Telephone

DOCSIS/VoIP

POTS

VoD

MSOs gaining share

1 Decrease from migration to cable-telephone
2 Decrease from termination of 2nd lines
3 Decrease from use of cellular instead of land line

RBOCs offer triple-play in
effort to win back
customers from MSOs.

Home Networking - Common Configuration
Typical home network: RBOC + MSO

RBOC telephone + Cable-TV video + Cable-Internet (with DSL growing)

• Soon cable modem Internet and DSL
will have roughly equal share
(configuration A versus configuration B)

B: for MSO telephone
instead of RBOC:
House

A: most common
configuration

STB

coax

STB
STB

MSO
(Cable-TV)

Wireless
Router
Ethernet

RBOC
copper telephone line

TV

• Delete “RBOC” box and
RBOC line to telephone
Ethernet
to router

coax

Telephone

Cable
modem

TV
TV

C: for RBOC DSL with
satellite TV:

PC

• Delete “MSO” box
• Satellite dish feeds coax

Telephone

coax to STB

Cable
modem

Wireless
DSL
Router

copper

PC
Telephone

filter
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